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1. Welcome to CORE
Welcome to the CORE (COntinuous REcording of Lettings and Sales in Social
Housing in England) online submission system hosted by the Department for
Levelling Up, Housing and Communities (DLUHC).
DLUHC and its preceding departments began collecting CORE data from the
2015/16 reporting year. Prior to that, data was collected through a system hosted by
TNS. We thank all users who participate in the system.

An Overview of the CORE Data Collection System
Social housing lettings and sales data is collected and validated through online forms
on the CORE website. There are manual and eCORE (or bulk upload) functions for
each of the six different lettings types and for sales, with mechanisms to view, edit
and download your logs and validation reports to aid data submission.
The system can be used to report, view and analyse CORE data, monitor user and
organisation performance and provide tools for DLUHC to manage the CORE
system effectively.
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2. Accessing the CORE website
CORE is available at: https://core.communities.gov.uk/.

This Guidance
This guidance covers the essential functionalities of the system and how to use it for
users with a Co-ordinator account.
Other online user guides are available for (a) users with a Data Provider account and
(b) members of the public who wish to access the published reports and interactive
tools to analyse CORE data.
The CORE Manual is the guidance document for data entry and will explain in detail
the data you need to provide in the forms.
As a registered Co-ordinator on CORE, you will be able to access record level data
for your institution; further detail on this can be found later in this guidance.
If you wish to access record level CORE data outside of your organisation, you will
need to obtain a licence via the UK Data Archive (UKDA). As a registered UKDA
user, you will then be able to access CORE record level data under one of three tiers
of licence. Details on the licences and processes involved are contained here:

http://ukdataservice.ac.uk/get-data/how-to-access/registration/otherukusers

Contact us
Please contact us through our customer portal, ensuring you select the
appropriate query type:
https://digital.dclg.gov.uk/jira/servicedesk/customer/portal/4/group/21
Queries received via the customer portal are likely to be resolved quicker than
those received by email as the portal prompts you to complete the specific
information that the helpdesk requires for your query type.
If emailing, please contact mhclg.digital-services@communities.gov.uk, giving the
subject as “CORE – “ followed by a summary of your query.
Our telephone helpline is available 09:00-17:30 on weekdays on 0333 202 5084.
5

Home Page
The Home page contains 2 sets of defined links at the top and left-hand side from
which you can navigate to other sections of the site.
The most recent alerts will show on the ‘Home’ page. All alerts (including historic
alerts) can be accessed via the ‘Alerts’ page, accessible by clicking on ‘Alerts’ in the
ribbon across the top of the ‘Home’ page.
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Alerts
The DLUHC CORE Team posts alerts, whenever necessary, to inform users of, for
example, submission deadlines, routine system downtime, quarterly data publication
and any other system changes which users need to be aware of.
The most recent alerts will show on the ‘Home’ page. All alerts (including historic
alerts) can be accessed via the ‘Alerts’ page, accessible by clicking on ‘Alerts’ in the
ribbon across the top of the ‘Home’ page.
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3. Learn about CORE
In this section, you will get to know all about what the CORE system is, how users
can participate in it, how the system is used, materials and training and the
regulations involved.

Log Types
There are 7 types of logs:
1. Social Rent - General Needs
2. Social Rent - Supported Housing
3. Affordable Rent - General Needs
4. Affordable Rent - Supported Housing
5. Intermediate Rent - General Needs (*)
6. Intermediate Rent - Supported Housing (*)
7. Sales.
(*) - The Intermediate Rent log types are extensions of the existing Rent to Buy log
types. Intermediate Rent was introduced from the 2021/22 reporting year, with Rent
to Buy originally being introduced in the 2017/18 reporting year.
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User Types
The table below shows the category of user profiles who can use the CORE website.
User profiles available on the CORE website
User Type
Action
• Create and edit organisations
• Create and edit user accounts
• View all data
Administrators
• View all performance reports
(MHCLG)
• Monitor data submission
• Respond to data submission problems
• Manage website content
• Create new Data Provider accounts within their
own organisation and take responsibility for
ensuring that user details are up-to-date.
• Responsible for ensuring their organisation’s data
is correct, for reporting any changes to DLUHC
and answering DLUHC quality queries (e.g.
suspected errors in submitted data).
• Enter and edit data, (although it is preferable to
enter data through a Data Provider account, so it is
visible to relevant Co-ordinators in the
organisation).
• Download and edit their own valid and invalid logs
at record level, and those of the data providers that
are linked to their Co-ordinator account.
Co-ordinators (within
• View their own performance reports and those of
your organisation)
data providers that are linked to their Co-ordinator
account.
• View graphical analysis and .pdf pre-defined
reports at national, local authority area and own
organisation levels.
• Can designate their own and data providers'
specific contact priority for an area of speciality.
• Reassign logs to specific users.
• Manage their organisation's supported housing
management groups and schemes.
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•

Data Providers
(assigned to specific coordinator(s) within your
organisation)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Data Protection
Officer
(one individual in your
organisation)

•

•
•
•
Members of the public
•
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Responsible for ensuring their own organisation’s
data is correct and for reporting any changes to
their Coordinator and/or DLUHC Helpdesk.
Enter and edit data, manually or by bulk upload.
View, search, download, edit and drop their own
logs.
View their own performance reports.
View graphical analysis and .pdf pre-defined
reports at national, local authority area data and
own organisation levels
Can designate own specific contact priority for an
area of speciality.
Signs the data sharing agreement between
DLUHC and your organisation.
Responsible for ensuring that tenants/purchasers
making a letting/purchase from your organisation
are shown DLUHC’s privacy notice (or
that your organisations’ privacy notice includes a
link to DLUHC’s).
Confirms in the CORE system that the above two
actions have taken place.
Do not need to register to gain access.
Can view public documents available on site, such
as site guidance and example sales and lettings
logs.
Can view data published at national and local
authority area levels.

Contact Priority
Organisations and DLUHC administrators can set up user profiles when creating
new users. These enable DLUHC to target communications at specific user groups
and we would encourage organisations to use these to ensure they receive all the
communications relevant to them. These are defined in this table:
Contact Priority

Duplicate Account

eCORE contact

Key Performance Contact

Performance and eCORE
contact

Senior Stakeholder

Data Protection Officer

Private Data Downloader (only
applicable to a few particular
public organisation contacts, not
those who provide CORE data)
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For an existing CORE user requiring a separate ID
(to provide data for more than 1 organisation within
the same parent group, for example).
Please note that a user will only be able to view data
relating to 1 particular organisation at any given time
but can also separately for the other organisations
they legally hold accounts for.
Contacts to address formatting, scope or technical
issues.
Leading CORE or other social housing lettings and
sales contacts that the organisation would wish us to
contact perhaps urgently in the first instance with
system details, particularly as regards performance
issues relating to volume and quality of the data
provided.
Combined Key Performance Contact and eCORE
users (as above).
This contact will help us better target
communications to key stakeholders in your
organisation. While these users may not provide
data, they can be set up as data providers with their
contact priority set to Senior Stakeholder.
Data Protection legislation (*) came into effect in
May 2018. Every organisation needs to set up a
Data Protection Officer whose responsibility is to
sign the Data Protection Agreement on CORE on
behalf of the organisation.
This contact has been given special access to the
private area of the website by the CORE Team.

(*) Data Protection legislation came into effect on 25th May 2018 and since then organisations registered with CORE are now
required to:
1. Sign the Data Sharing agreement to submit CORE data for that organisation. Organisations should ensure they set up a
Data Protection Officer account user who will be responsible to sign the Agreement on the organisation’s behalf.
2. Confirm that all of the organisation’s users are aware that there is a requirement for confirmation that the tenants/buyers
referred to in the letting/sale logs have seen the privacy notice. This has to be done for each log submitted by each
organisation’s users. Users also need to complete a new column in any eCORE template (column 118 for Lettings and 109 for
Sales) where a ‘YES’ response will be represented by a ‘1’ in the appropriate columns for each log. For these records for which
this cannot be confirmed, this will be shown as an error, but users can edit this via the system to validate later.
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4. Logging into the Website
If you do not have a CORE user account, contact the CORE Helpdesk through our
customer portal at
https://digital.dclg.gov.uk/jira/servicedesk/customer/portal/4/group/21
When you have been given your account details, you should then log in and first
change your password to something memorable to you.
You can then log in whenever you want to, select the ‘Log In’ link at the top of the
‘Home’ page and enter your unique username and password (see below).
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Changing your Password
You can change your password at any time and should do so at least the first time
you log in. To change your password, select the ‘Administration’ link. Further down
that screen, select the ‘Change Password’ link in the ‘Personal Details’ screen (see
below).

You can then edit your password and your personal details
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Note that passwords must be at least 9 characters long, contain a mixture of lower
and upper case letters and one of the following special characters (-!@#$()%^&*).
You are not allowed to use any of your last 3 passwords.

Finally, click on the ‘Save’ button and you will then receive confirmation of your
change(s) (see below).
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Password Retrieval
If you enter your password incorrectly 3 times, you will be locked out and unable to
log in for 30 minutes.
If you forget your password, select the ‘here’ link (see below) at the bottom of the
‘Login’ page. The ‘Password Reset’ page will appear. Enter your user ID and you will
receive a confirmation email containing a link enabling you to reset your password
(see below and overleaf) which will work perfectly if a correct and valid e-mail
address is saved at the individual’s account.
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If you do not receive an email or encounter any problems, contact the CORE
Helpdesk through our customer portal at
https://digital.dclg.gov.uk/jira/servicedesk/customer/portal/4/group/21
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Password Reset for Your Managed Providers
As Co-ordinators, you can also reset your Managed Providers’ passwords.by
selecting ‘Administration’, then ‘Manage your Institution’s Users’, then ‘Edit’. (see
below):
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5. Institution Management
Institution set-up
You can view your institution’s information held on the system. This is important as it
forms the basis of validations. For instance, you can only submit logs for tenancies
and sales in a local authority area covered by your institution, as listed on the ‘Your
Institution’ page on the system.
To view your institution’s information, select ‘Administration’ followed by the various
links under the ‘Institution Information’ section.
If any information is incorrect, please contact the CORE Helpdesk through our
customer portal at
https://digital.dclg.gov.uk/jira/servicedesk/customer/portal/4/group/21

Please take some time to check
through each of the sections circled
to ensure that all necessary details
are correct and up-to-date.
If amendments need to be made,
please contact the CORE Helpdesk
through our customer portal at
https://digital.dclg.gov.uk/jira/serviced
esk/customer/portal/4/group/21
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Institution Information: can be viewed by Co-ordinators and data providers
(can be edited by Administrators only)
Your institution’s details:
•
•
•
•

Your Institution

Institution Address

Managing Institutions

Managed Institutions

Local Authorities covered
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CORE ID
Name
Homes England Registration Number
Institution Type: either ‘Housing Association’ or
‘Local Authority’
• Active (Yes/No)
• Telephone number
• Owns Affordable Rent (Yes/No)
• Owns Almshouses (Yes/No)
• Holds stock (Yes/No)
• Quantity of General Needs stock
• Quantity of Supported Housing Stock
• Quantity of Unspecified Stock (only if the
combined quantity of general needs and/or
supported housing stock (above) is not known.
Full institution address
Managing (or Child) institutions are those that provide
data for stock your institution owns.
If your institution provides data for its own housing
stock, it should also be listed as a managing institution,
along with any others that provide data on behalf of
your institution.
Managed (or parent or stock-owning) institutions are
those for which other institutions provide data for
housing stock your institution owns.
If your institution is a stock-holding organisation, it
should also be listed as a managed institution.
A full list of local authority areas in which your
institution operates.
Data submitted will be validated against the local
authority areas covered by the given managed
institution) (see Online data validation).
If your data providers encounter difficulties submitting
logs in an area, check that the relevant area is in this
list and amend as necessary.

Rent Periods

Full list of the duration of rent periods under which
managed institutions offer lettings.
Data submitted will be validated against the local
authority areas covered by the given managed
institution) (see Online data validation).

Stock data
When we create new
organisations, DLUHC needs to
know if your institution holds
stock (Yes/No) and to specify the
amounts of stock held, if
applicable. This can be shown for
your institution by selecting
‘Administration’ and then ‘Your
Institution’. If the split between
General Needs stock and
Supported Housing stock is
known, then it is entered in each
relevant field, as indicated.
Otherwise, all combined stock is
entered as one combined figure
in the ‘Unspecified Stock’ field.
Only stock-holding organisations
can be Managed Organisations’.
That is, data can be provided by themselves or other organisations who do this for
them, in relation to their own stock. So it is very important that all stock-holding
organisations are identified. Users will not be able to access log forms for an
organisation’s stock details if that organisation they are providing data for shows no
figure(s) on this screen..
Data Providers and Co-ordinators alike can check whether their organisation’s stock
details are correct under ‘Your Institution’. If you need to amend stock details, please
contact the CORE Helpdesk through our customer portal at
https://digital.dclg.gov.uk/jira/servicedesk/customer/portal/4/group/21
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Parent/Child Relationships
When creating new organisations, there is a need to indicate any ‘parent’ and/or
‘child’ institutions.
‘Parent institutions’ are organisations for which the institution being set up provide
data for (so they must be stock-owning institutions). ‘Child institutions’ are
organisations that can provide data on behalf (i.e. relating to the stock) of the
organisation being created. Children tend to be institutions that manage some or all
of their parents’ stock.
All stock-owning institutions are parents and need to have at least 1 child. This
institution can be themselves if they provide data for their own stock. They can also
have more than 1 child if other organisations provide data relating to their stock. An
organisation can also be both a parent and a child (for example, if an organisation is
stock-owning and also manages stock for other organisations/provides data for other
organisations).
Users can view the parent and child relationships for their organisations by clicking
the ‘Show Parents’ and ‘Show Children’ links in their institution details. Please note
that only DLUHC administrators can edit these details (see below).
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Local Authorities Covered and Rent Periods
Local Authorities Covered
You can view the local authorities your organisation is covered by selecting
‘Administration’, ‘Your Institution’ and then ‘LAs Covered’.
If you need to amend this list to include areas that are not currently covered for your
institution or remove any your institution no longer needs please contact the CORE
Helpdesk through our customer portal at
https://digital.dclg.gov.uk/jira/servicedesk/customer/portal/4/group/21
Rent Periods
You can view the rent period durations that are appropriate to your organisation by
selecting ‘Administration’, ‘Your Institution’ and then ‘Rent Periods’.
If you need to amend this list to include any new rent durations or remove any your
institution no longer needs, please contact the CORE Helpdesk through our
customer portal at
https://digital.dclg.gov.uk/jira/servicedesk/customer/portal/4/group/21
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6. User Management
Managed Providers
Under ‘Administration’, please select ‘Manage your institution’s Users’. You will then
see all users from your organisation that are listed as your managed providers.
To add existing users from your organisation to this list, you will need to add them to
your list of managed providers. You can also add data providers from your child
institutions to your list of managed providers if they are responsible for uploading
logs for your organisation if both your and their organisations are linked together.
Logs should always be submitted by data providers, not co-ordinators, so that
co-ordinators have the ability to see all data uploaded for their organisation.
If a Co-ordinator account user also wishes to submit data, they should request a
separate Data Provider account by contacting the CORE Helpdesk through our
customer portal at
https://digital.dclg.gov.uk/jira/servicedesk/customer/portal/4/group/21
You cannot add other co-ordinators to your list of managed providers, as coordinator user account holders are ranked above data provider user account holders
in the CORE system user hierarchy. A Co-ordinator can view and edit details of Data
Provider users linked to you. You can also activate and deactivate your registered
users. You can also select ‘Performance Report’ to see various reports on your data
providers’ performance.
It is your responsibility to make sure your user details are up-to-date and deactivate
users who are no longer providing CORE data. Please do not delete users since
this will cause any logs they have uploaded perhaps early in the reporting year
to become unassigned and you will not be able to view them unless the exact
user account details are re-created and saved.
The image overleaf shows the functionalities that can be performed by a Coordinator on a Data Provider’s user account. This can be done by selecting
‘Administration’ and then ‘Manage Your Institution’s Users’
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Add and Remove Managed Providers
To add or remove a Data Provider from your list of managed providers, select
‘Administration’ and then ‘Edit Managed Providers’. You will then see a list of all
inactive users from your organisation and those from the other child organisations
linked to your organisation available for selection as your managed providers on the
left-hand side of the page. You can then add and remove users to and from your list
of managed providers by dragging and dropping their name into the right-hand box
of active managed providers on the right-hand side and vice versa (see overleaf).

.
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View and Edit a Provider
To view or edit a provider’s user account profile details, select ‘Administration’, then
‘Manage Your Institution’s Users’, then select ‘View’ or ‘Edit’.
Please note that co-ordinators have access to a ‘delete user’ button. However,
this should not be used as this will delete all logs submitted by that user,
potentially affecting your organisation’s log total(s). DLUHC has now arranged for a
facility whereby user accounts that have not been used for 18 months will be made
inactive (except for Data Protection Officers). But Co-ordinators should generally
only ‘deactivate’ a user that has either left the organisation or remains with the
organisation but no longer works in submitting CORE logs. This will allow their
records to remain in the system and be linked to that user.
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Reset a Provider’s Account
Select ‘Administration’, then ‘Manage your Institution’s Users’, then select ‘Edit’.
From here, you can edit a user’s account details. Select ‘Save’ and the user’s
account is reset.
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Creating a New Provider
To create a new user, select ‘Administration’, then ‘Manage your Institution’s Users’.
At the bottom of the page, select the ‘Create User’ link. The screen then opens to the
new user page (see below).
You will need to complete the account details of the Data Provider user you wish to
create. When you have finished, select ‘Save’ and the new account is created.
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When creating users, please provide as much detail as possible. New users will not
be created unless all of the ‘required’ fields, which appear in a red border, have been
completed. Once completed, select ‘Save’.

Saving and Viewing Your User Changes
Having updated your user list, you will see confirmation on the system that your new
user has been set up.
The user will automatically be added to your list of managed providers. If the Data
Provider is not to be listed as your managed providers, you can remove them (see
‘Add and Remove Managed Providers’ on page 30).

User Performance Reports
Performance reports identify the records submitted for each type of log for a
particular period, and show whether these are saved, submitted valid or submitted
invalid.
It also allows users to assess how long it takes to resolve queries, the percentage of
errors on a log and whether records have been entered manually or via bulk upload.
User performance reports for managed providers allow Co-ordinators to see how
many logs your linked users have submitted individually for your organisation.
Individual data providers are also able to see their own performance in their own
accounts.
To access performance reports, select either ‘Your Performance Report’ or
‘Performance Report for Managed Providers’ (as appropriate) within the
‘Administration’ area.
Under the log submissions table, you can see the number of logs that have been
submitted for your institution, even if they were not uploaded by your managed
providers.
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7. Submitting CORE Data
CORE data providers should only submit data using the CORE on-line system. Do
not send data to DLUHC.
Although Co-ordinators have the ability to upload CORE logs, we strongly
recommend also having a Data Provider account, so you and any other coordinators can see all the data submitted for your organisation. Detailed guidance on
the information required in submitting CORE data and logs and the definitions used
can be found in the CORE Manual here. Please also refer to the ‘Online User
Guidance for Data Providers’ here or by selecting ‘Learn about CORE’ and then
‘Guides and Manuals’.

Viewing Logs
Logs submitted by your organisation can be viewed by selecting ‘Administration’ and
then ‘Your Logs’.
You are able to see all logs in the ‘Your Logs’ page that have been submitted for
your organisation, regardless of whether they were uploaded by a user listed as your
managed provider or not. This includes logs submitted for your institution by data
providers from your child institutions. However, when filtering by user you can only
filter by users who are listed as one of your managed providers.
When downloading logs from this page you can download all logs for your
organisation regardless of whether they were submitted by your managed provider
or not, including those entered by data providers from your child institution.
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The possible statuses for logs:
Possible Log Statuses
Valid

Invalid

Saved

Dropped

Logs which have been successfully submitted and
contain no errors.
Logs which have been submitted but contain at least
1 validation error.
These errors must be addressed by the relevant
Data Provider for the log to be submitted-valid.
Logs which have been partially completed and
require completion to pass all validation rules and be
submitted as valid which can be edited by the user
to whom the log is assigned.
Logs which have been rejected. Please note that
this action is currently irreversible and there is no
way for administrators to reinstate the log
(see Rejecting logs).

Logs can be sorted by their status by clicking the small arrow buttons next to the
‘Status’ column.
You can also search for individual logs here by inputting either the Tenancy Start
Date, Tenancy Code or postcode using the ‘Search’ field.
Top Tip: If your Data Providers have data that you believe is valid, but does not
pass our validation requirements please email core@tso.co.uk (or 0333 202
5084 – open Mon – Fri, 9.00am – 5.30pm) We will then be able to ‘force’ that
data into the system.
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Editing Logs
Under ‘Your Logs’, you can edit logs that have been classified as ‘invalid’. Selecting
‘Edit’ allows you to amend the data and re-submit the log.
While it is not currently possible to download the full list of logs under ‘Your Saved
Logs’, it is possible to download a list of invalid logs (see ‘View and Download Your
Own Data’ on page 54).

Once you have sufficiently amended the log to correct all errors, select ‘Your Logs’ to
see that the log you have edited has an amended status of ‘Valid’.
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The ‘Show’ option allows you to view a 'Saved’ log. You can select 'Re-assign’ to
give your log to a different user or select ‘Drop’ if the log is not required, perhaps, for
example, if it is a duplicate log.
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Reassigning and Dropping Logs
You can reassign logs to specific managed providers. If a Data Provider leaves an
organisation or is no longer responsible for records, linked co-ordinators should
ensure that all their saved/invalid logs are re-assigned to allow their completion.
This can be done by selecting ‘Administration’, then ‘Your Logs’ and to the right of
the page of your saved Logs click ‘Re-assign’, where necessary.
Please be careful when dropping logs as, once they are dropped, they cannot be
restored to the system.

From your list of managed providers, select the one to whom the log should be
assigned. Select their username, then select ‘Re-assign’. You will then receive a
confirmation message, and the selected user will then be listed against this specific
log. Please note, it is not possible to re-assign multiple logs simultaneously.
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8. Management Groups and Schemes
Data for Supported Housing is collected via the Affordable Rent - Supported Housing
(AR-SH), Social Rent - Supported Housing (SR-SH) and the Intermediate Rent Supported Housing (IR-SH) log forms. Each CORE submission for Supported
Housing requires a Management Group and a Scheme Code.
Each Management Group information page contains basic information about who
manages different supported schemes.
As Co-ordinators of Managed (or owning) organisations, you must create your own
management groups. Please contact your counterparts of the owning organisation if
your organisation is the managing (or data providing organisation) for them (i.e. if
this organisation is not your own) to create any new management groups and
schemes to do this for you.
Only the managed (or owning) organisation can create Management Group
and Scheme codes.
Once a Management Group is set up, schemes managed by that group can be set
up in the system under the umbrella of that Management Group.
Each Management Group set up in the CORE system has a unique code that is then
submitted in the Supported Housing log so information only needs to be entered
once rather than re-entering it for every Supported Housing log that falls within the
Management Group. Likewise, each scheme has an accompanying unique code,
which functions in the same way and for the same purpose.
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Creating New Management Groups
You can create new management groups, which will need to be approved by DLUHC
Administrators when they have been created (see below).
Approvals are made on a regular basis but if a management group needs urgent
approval then please contact the CORE Helpdesk through our customer portal at
https://digital.dclg.gov.uk/jira/servicedesk/customer/portal/4/group/21
To create a new management group, select Administration’ and then ‘Management
Groups’.
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Populate the required fields in the Management Group screen.
Enter the name of the group (this could be the managing organisation name or, if the
scheme is directly managed, it could be the type of support). Then select the
Arrangement type and the agent where the scheme is not directly managed by the
owning landlord. Then select ‘Save’.
You will then receive an on-screen confirmation that your new management group
has been created. DLUHC Administrators will then need to approve the group, along
with its schemes (see overleaf), for it to appear in the drop-down selections on the
log for the Management Group and Scheme Code questions. New schemes will not
45

be approved without all the details in place, including postcode information input in
the correct format.
If you cannot see a management group you believe to have been validated, please
ensure that you are selecting the correct managed (or stock-owning) organisation. If
you have further problems, please contact the CORE Helpdesk through our
customer portal at
https://digital.dclg.gov.uk/jira/servicedesk/customer/portal/4/group/21
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Adding New Schemes to Management Groups
Scheme codes are unique within their management groups. You can only add a
scheme to a management group that your organisation has created (i.e. where your
organisation is the managed (or owning organisation).
To create a new scheme, select ‘Administration’, ‘Management Groups’, then select
the Management Group that you want the scheme linked to, select the ’Schemes’
link for that group and then ’Create New Scheme’.
Enter or select the appropriate details in the text boxes and from the drop-down
menus provided.
Note that a scheme can only be set up in a local authority listed in your ‘Local
Authorities covered’ list. There is a validation checking this so if you are unable to
select the local authority you would like, check and amend your ‘Local Authorities
covered’ page first (see page 26).
Also note that if you do not enter a postcode the MHCLG Administrator will not
approve your scheme. There is also a validation between postcode and local
authority to ensure only correct postcodes are entered.
Approvals are made on a regular basis but if your scheme needs urgent approval,
please contact the CORE Helpdesk through our customer portal at
https://digital.dclg.gov.uk/jira/servicedesk/customer/portal/4/group/21
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Once you click the ‘Save’ button, you will receive on-screen confirmation that your
new scheme has been created. Once the scheme is approved by DLUHC
Administrators, your organisation can then use that new code to submit logs.
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9. Analyse CORE Data
CORE reports are published on a quarterly and annual basis within the system.
At the end of the reporting year, DLUHC separately publishes an annual National
Statistics release including a report, infographic, summary tables, sub-national tables
and maps based on this reported data, after statistically analysing and processing it.
This includes a process of imputation and weighting which is designed to improve
the representativeness of the data at national level.
DLUHC’s latest CORE-related publications are available online at:
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/rents-lettings-and-tenancies

Accessing ‘Analyse CORE’
Please select ‘Analyse CORE Data’, either from the ribbon across the top or via the
link on the left-hand side of the ‘Home’ page.
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Local Authority Area Data Analysis and Tables – Interactive Tool
This section allows Data Providers, members of the public and yourselves as coordinators to view data at a local authority area level, except data which due to
confidentiality requirements is not suitable for public release.
Data can be viewed via an interactive graphic analysis tool available from the
‘Analyse CORE Data’ page of the CORE website.
A period of interest needs to be specified, along with the dataset (i.e. type of letting)
and the local authority area of interest. You can then select which field (or question)
you are interested in, and the graphic tool presents a graphic view of the data.
If the data is numerical (non-categorical), the tool will only present the total of valid
counts and the average (mean) for that category for all the valid records. For
example, the average rent.
Please note that following rules to avoid disclosure and identification of households
and tenants: those local authorities where the total valid count of records number
less than 3 for a particular dataset have been removed from this view. Also, some
fields cover very sensitive data that is not suitable for public release at local authority
area level and this has also been excluded from this view. For example, information
on supported client groups or those serving in the armed forces.
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Pre-defined .pdf Local Authority Area Reports
Users will be able to view pre-defined reports for local authority areas. The reports
follow the same disclosure control rules as the interactive tool for local authority data
and data that is excluded from the reports is also not suitable for public release.

National Data Analysis and Tables – Interactive Tool
The CORE National level data analysis tool allows you to analyse and view CORE
data at national level. Here again, the period of interest and the dataset letting/sale
type) will need to be selected from drop-down menus.
You can also create your own tabulation, crossing two fields of interest. For example,
to examine the Nationality by Gender of Person 1 in the household. You can choose
to display the data as a table or as a chart, and view data as totals or as
percentages.
If you choose a chart, you have several chart options: columns, bar, or pie chart.
Please note that some cross tabulations and data may not be suitable or adequate
for display in specific chart types.
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View and Download Your Own Data
You can view your organisation’s own data in the system, through the ‘Analyse
CORE Data’ section.

You can also view and download invalid logs via the ‘Download Invalid Logs’ link.
The Reporting Year and Log Type need be chosen from the drop-down menus.
Please note that CORE Log Valid and Invalid logs in the ‘Your Data’ section are
downloaded by Tenancy Start dates and not the Reporting Year dates, so please
select 01/04/XX for the ‘From’ start date depending on which year you need to obtain
the report up to today’s date for the ‘To’ date (regardless of the year involved) to
ensure you capture all logs. You can then retrieve the logs by selecting the ‘get’ link.
You can then choose to either ‘View’ or ‘Save’ the records.
You can also see your valid records in the same way by selecting the ‘Download
Record Level Data’ link. As with invalid records, you can choose the period and log
type that you want to view or download, select the date range as above and then
select the ‘get’ tab. These downloads will give full record level data.
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When downloading the logs from the ‘Download Record Level Data’ function, you will
only be able to download logs uploaded for your organisation by you and those listed
as your managed providers. But this will include data submitted for your organisation
by users of any child organisations that are still linked to you.
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Pre-defined Organisation Reports
You are also able to view pre-defined reports for your own organisations, covering all
of your data, for a particular time period and letting/sale type (e.g. 2017/18 SR-GN).
The organisation reports contain an introductory summary of key data before a more
in-depth review of all the data available. Data is presented in charts and tables.
These will not be publicly available, as such; you will only be able to view an
institution report for your own organisation.

Organisation Graphical Analysis
In this section of the website, you can create charts, tables and graphs based on the
records submitted for your organisation using the filters and tools available, as with
the local authority area and national level data. As per the organisation .pdf reports,
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this analysis is only possible on your own organisation’s data, so it is not publicly
available.
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